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Today’s objectives

Understand

Anticipate

Shape

Why and how to employ
our scenarios

How the rest of the year
might unfold

Your actions today to be
prepared for tomorrow
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Futures Thinking

PRINCIPLE #5

Predictable
Surprises
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SCENARIOS

The right tool for this moment
Scenarios are ideal when you are
trying to plan in the face of:
– There is a high degree of uncertainty that can lead
to radically different outcomes

– There are a lot of conflicting signals and complex
interactions that lead to a lack of confidence what
actions to take
– But there is a need to take action and move forward,
not delay or be paralyzed
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The key uncertainties

HOW
THE DISEASE
WILL BEHAVE

HOW
INSTITUTIONS
WILL BEHAVE

HOW
PEOPLE
WILL BEHAVE
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SCENARIO SET 1

SCENARIO SET 2

People
Point of View

Institutional
Point of View

Outbreak Behavior X Reaction by People

Outbreak Behavior X Institutional Response
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Panicked
REACTION

People Point of
View

SCENARIO 2

Panic
Attack

Four Possible Futures

SCENARIO 3

Recurring
Nightmare

These scenarios were developed by examining
two key uncertainties:
FREQUENCY

–

How the virus behaves in the form of the
frequency of the outbreak

–

How people respond in the form of either a
panicked or controlled reaction

The scenarios should be read as a set exploring
the boundaries of possibilities—they are like the
“tent pegs” at the corners of the future. It is likely
that the future will contain elements of each of
these scenarios.

One-Time
Outbreak

FREQUENCY

SCENARIO 1

SCENARIO 4

Close
Call

Recurring
Outbreaks

Brave New
Reality

REACTION

Controlled
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SCENARIO 1

Close Call
One-Time Outbreak,
Controlled Reaction
People heed the government’s plea to stay at home,
distance themselves from others and remain vigilant but
calm.
The public health system is strained by COVID-19 but not to
the point of breaking.
A moderate recession takes hold during the months the
U.S. battles the virus, but as the infection slows, consumer
confidence rebounds.
The worst is over by late summer, and people quickly return
to previous levels of consumption with many splurging on
what they feel they have missed out on.
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Scenario Details

–

–

–

–

–
–
–

–
–

–
–
–
–
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SCENARIO 2

Panic Attack
One-Time Outbreak,
Panicked Reaction
The U.S. health system comes under extreme pressure as
people hoard supplies, clamor for testing and treatment, and
take advantage of government services even if ultimately
unnecessary.
Panic selling continues on Wall Street, and a global
recession ensues as emotions and fear overpower attempts
to shore up the economy.
Although the outbreak is a one-off occurrence, calming
people’s fears and building new confidence is a longer
process.
Economic and societal bounce back is an extended effort
but lasts, as the outbreak does not return.
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Scenario Details

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–
–
–
–
–
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SCENARIO 3

Recurring
Nightmare
Recurring Outbreaks,
Panicked Reaction
The U.S. health system comes under extreme pressure as the
first few seasonal outbreaks of the virus recur in 2021 and
2022. The system must adjust to cyclical spikes in panic, as
people clamor for testing and supplies.
The 2020 pandemic causes a substantial economic downturn,
and before the U.S. economy can fully recover, the 2021
outbreak begins.
Businesses have to adjust to new seasonal cycles that oscillate
between people’s splurging and hunkering down.
These erratic cycles add a new level complexity to everything
done, from logistics to staffing.
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Scenario Details

–

–

–

–

–

–

–
–

–
–
–

–
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SCENARIO 4

Brave New
Reality
Recurring Outbreaks,
Controlled Reaction
People accept new systematic measures taken by the public
and private sectors in the name of public health and
economic stability.
The economic downturn during the 2020 outbreak is severe,
but investors and businesses begin to learn how to navigate
this fundamentally altered marketplace.

People adapt to new ways of working and socializing,
adhering to public health guidelines in the hopes yearly
cases will decrease, as experts suggest.
People make a cooperative effort to shape a promising
reality in spite of an initial public health crisis.
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Scenario Details

–

–

–
–
–
–

–
–

–
–
–
–

–
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Institutional Point of View

People Point of View

Comprehensive

Panicked

RESPONSE

REACTION

SCENARIO 2

SCENARIO 3

SCENARIO 2

Surviving
the Storm

New
Normal

Panic
Attack
FREQUENCY

FREQUENCY

One-Time
Outbreak

SCENARIO 1

Brief
Chaos

SCENARIO 4

Putting
Out Fires

Recurring
Outbreaks

SCENARIO 3

Recurring
Nightmare

FREQUENCY

One-Time
Outbreak

FREQUENCY
SCENARIO 1

Close
Call

SCENARIO 4

Recurring
Outbreaks

Brave New
Reality

RESPONSE

REACTION

Fragmented

Controlled
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Five areas to focus on
Turning scenarios thinking into scenarios planning

1.
Provide clarity
to your
organization

2.
Stress test
existing plans

3.
Assess your
current
activities

4.
Build new
plans

5.
Double down
on research

–

Socialize the
scenarios

–

Ensure plans are
future-ready

–

Use the scenarios
as a lens

–

Build rapid response
plans

–

Prioritize critical
research

–

Implement a tracking
model

–

Ask the tough
questions

–

Look for predictable
surprises

–

Re-examine big bets

–

Don’t lose touch with
your consumers

–

Focus on
sensemaking

–

Check your
message

–

Explore the possible
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COVID-19 Advice & Support

Visit: sage.com/en-us/coronavirus
Business Support Finder
Find out what financial
support you may be eligible
for. Answer a few questions
and get guidance on what’s
available to you.

4/16/2020

Free Product Training
Sage is offering access to
select eLearning packages,
certifications, and webinars
at no charge to help you
and your business.

© 2018 The Sage Group plc or its licensors. All rights reserved.

Business Continuity advice
We’ve collated tips and
advice to help you adapt
your business and provide
resources to your
employees. And product
specific tips to help keep
your business on track
while working remote.
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Thank
You
Don Abraham
Senior Partner
don.abraham@kantar.com

